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Abstract— This report deals with the design and fabrication 

of low cost trimming machine like ornamntal plants and 

plants on divider of highways a large scale. In existing 

system, the cutting process takes much time and cost 

requirement is also high. The mechanical part consists of 

electric ac motor, chain saw blade, and potentiometer. This 

machine is design for large scale trimming. By modification 

of changing location of the cutter blade the machine is also 

used in farms. Thus it saving the cost of machine and 

improve the efficiency of trimming. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the trimming of park plants, road green belts, 

landscape seedlings modeling, and green plants on highway 

mainly relies on sanitation workers who work with kinds of 

handheld and backpack hedge trimmers. And the trimming 

results are closely related to the workers‟ operating 

experience. The operator has to be in a discreet condition 

when he is working. And the labor is intensive According to 

statistics, an experienced worker can trim about 50 to 60 

square hedge which meets the trim quality requirements per 

hour. It would take about 10 minutes when coming to trim a 

1-meter semi-circle or spherical shape in diameter. It‟s 

laborious and low efficiency. Especially, for the several tens 

of kilometers or even hundreds of kilometers of the city 

roads and highway isolation green belts, each conservation 

needs to invest a lot of manpower and resources. Our 

portable hedge trimmer can effectively overcome above 

shortcomings and meet the quality requirements of 

trimming. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

For hedge trimming we need to extra labour. Because of this 

the costing and work time will increases and labours 

suffering from back pain .so there is need to design a 

machine for trimming. 

III. EXISTING METHODS 

1) Manual hedge trimmers (sometimes also called hedge 

shear or hedge clippers) are designed as large scissors 

or large pruning shear. They do not need anything to 

operate and are cheapest/most environmentally friendly.  

2) Motorized hedge trimmers allow work to be done faster 

and with less effort than manual ones. Their cutting 

mechanism is similar to that of finger bar mower. 

Powered trimmers are generally designed with safety 

devices such that they work only when both of the 

operator's hands are on the handles. 

IV. OBJECTIVE 

1) To fabricate the hedge trimmer machine. 

2) To increase the trimming accuracy is high and reduces 

the trimming time. 

V. WORKING 

Saw chain operate by being propelled around a guide bar, 

removing material from the kerf by cutting chips from the 

side and bottom. The AC motor is used as prime movers that 

transmit power to sprocket. Then power transmitted chain 

saw blade sprocket. AC Supply is main power sources of the 

portable hedge trimmer. Considering the characteristics of 

gardens, the walking mechanism and trimming mechanism 

are both powered by AC motor to guarantee a day long 

work. In order to improve the control precision, the 

detection and trimming height of hedge trimmer the whole 

working process can be divided into three steps as follows. 

 
Firstly, the portable hedge trimmer walks to the 

specified location and adjusts the height of the trimming 

mechanism according to the inputs or settings in manual 

Secondly, the trimmer walks along the trimming path 

location. His whole assembly push by hands over or along 

the given path of ornamental plants due to height and width 

setting in mechanism the accuracy of cutting is high 

compare to manual hedge cutter. If in case the route of 

trimming is sloped or rubbed then the four-wheel assembly 

having the wheel adjustment for increasing the height. These 

manual propelled trimmers improve efficiency of cutting 

and gets better accuracy and preventing back pain of 

operator. Ease of maintenance, ease of operation. 

VI. DESIGN CALCULATION 

If blade thickness 0.002 m  

F=LTS  

Where L= length of material to cut  

T= thickness  

S=shear stress  

Shearing strength =14%of tensile strength  
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So let us assume tensile strength of plant is 57.14*103 N 

/m2 

S=8*103 N/m2  

 Cutting Force for single trimmer =LTS  

= (0.55)*(0.002)*(8*103)  

Cutting Force for single trimmer = 8.8N  

Torque= (C.F)*(P.D)  

=(8.8)*(0.55)  

= 4.84 N.m  

Power = 

P=6.283NT/60  

=(6.283)(1000)(4.84)/60  

P=506.82 Watt 

Machine travels speed  

Normal human speed: 1.5 Km/hr  

V=(1.5)*5/18  

V=0.4167 m/s 

Let us consider 

Diameter of wheel=300mm  

Radius=0.150m 

V= r*w  

0.4167= (0.150)*(w)  

w= 2.778  

w=6.283N/60  

2.778= (6.283)*N/60  

N=26 rpm 

Distance travel: (N)*(Diameter of wheel)*(60)  

:( 26)*(0.300)*(60)  

: 468 or 500 m/hr 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The mechanical structure design and control system design 

of the portable hedge trimmer are introduced in this report. 

The trimmer will be in simple structure and reliable system 

with manual control, in this way, the trimmer can finish the 

trimming work only in less time before to correlative 

parameters manual setting. The purpose of Portable hedge 

trimmer is to reduce the cost of labors. Due to back pain and 

blisters on hand labors are not work in gardener field it gives 

out following benefits This system will reduces the cost of 

trimming up to 60-70 % as that of conventional method. It 

will suitable for small scale gardens. It will be reduces the 

50-60 % timing of trimming as that of conventional method. 
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